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Abstract
The issue of the gauge invariance of gravitational waves arises if they are produced in the early universe at
second-order in perturbation theory. We address it by dividing the discussion in three parts: the production of
gravitational waves, their propagation in the real universe, and their measurement.
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1 Introduction
The recent discovery of Gravitational Waves (GWs) produced by the merging of two massive black holes [1]
has started the new era of GW astronomy [2]. Aside from the astrophysical ones, there may be many other
sources of GWs produced in the early universe. One of them has been extensively studied in the literature and
is related to the production of Primordial Black Holes (PBHs) from large curvature perturbations generated
during inflation [3]. These PBHs are generated through a collapse process once a sizeable small-scale fluctuation
re-enters the Hubble radius. These large scalar perturbations generated in this scenario unavoidably provide a
second-order source of primordial GWs [4,5] at horizon re-entry [6–17]. The very same source has been studied
in Refs. [18,19] to investigate the GWs produced by the large-scale scalar perturbations which give origin to the
CMB anisotropies. The relevance of these investigations has risen in light of the current and future experiments
searching for GWs signature like Ligo, Virgo and Kagra collaborations [20], LISA [21] Decigo [22], CE [23],
Einstein Telescope [24], just to name a few.
Apart from the interest of having GWs which are intrinsically non-Gaussian, the non-linear nature of the
source poses immediately one problem arising from the fact that, while tensor modes are gauge invariant at
first-order, they fail to remain so at second-order in perturbation theory. This point has been already noticed
recently in the literature [25–28].
In this paper we investigate the issue of the gauge invariance of the GWs. There are three steps to care of.
GWs have to be rendered gauge invariant at the production, during propagation and at the measurement. We
will describe how to do so for each step. There is not a single way to render the tensor modes gauge invariant
at second-order. Which gauge to use should be in fact dictated by the measurement procedure, which we will
describe.
Let us elaborate on this point. In cosmology one can build up gauge invariant definitions of physically defined,
that is unambiguous, perturbations. One should remember that there is a difference between objects which
are automatically gauge independent, i.e., they have no gauge dependence (for instance a perturbation about a
constant scalar), and objects which are in general gauge dependent (think about the curvature perturbation) but
can be rendered gauge invariant if their gauge dependence is fixed (for instance the curvature perturbation on flat
hypersurfaces). Said alternatively, gauge invariant quantities, which do not depend on the coordinate definition
of the perturbations in the given gauge, can be defined, and this is obtained in practice by unambiguously
defining a given slicing into spatial hypersurfaces. For instance, the tensor metric perturbation at linear-order
is gauge independent since it remains the same in all gauges, while on the contrary, the gravitational potential
is gauge dependent since it various in different time slicing.
A gauge invariant combination can be constructed, but it is not unique. This implies that there is an infinite
number of ways of making a quantity gauge invariant. Which is the best gauge one should start from is a matter
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that can only be decided once the specifics of the measurement are understood. From this point of view, the
best choice when dealing with the measurement of the GWs seems to be the so-called TT gauge [29] which we
will define and motivate in the following. The importance of the TT gauge also comes from the fact that the
projected sensitivity curves for the interferometer LISA are provided in such a frame2. However, we will discuss
why, in such a frame, gauge invariant quantities cannot be defined. Fortunately, once the GWs are produced
and propagate inside the horizon to the detector, they can be treated as linear perturbations of the metric and,
as such, they are gauge invariant. One expects therefore that the abundance of the GWs to be independent of
the gauge. We are going to show it by comparing the result in the TT and in the Poisson gauges in the case in
which the source is the one computed in the PBH scenario.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we discuss the measurement of the GWs, where we will follow
Ref. [29] and argue that the TT gauge turns out to be the preferred one from the practical point of view. In
Section 3 we will discuss the gauge invariance of GWs at second-order in perturbation theory, and devote Section
4 to the gauge invariant expressions of the equations of motion, splitting the discussion into two parts, emission
and propagation. Section 5 contains the computation of the abundance of GWs while Section 6 contains our
conclusions. Three Appendices are devoted to summarise various technicalities the reader may find useful.
2 The Measurement of GWs
In this section we discuss how GWs are observed and what the experimental apparatus is able to measure.
We follow the steps described in Ref. [29] where many more details can be found. The measurement of
GWs takes place in time intervals which are much smaller than the typical rate of change of the cosmological
background, thus one can neglect the expansion of the universe and work with an (approximately) flat spacetime.
In other words, we can take the flat spacetime limit, that is the limit in which we can put the scale factor a = 1.
We focus our attention to experiments devoted to the measurement of GWs using interferometers. We
simplify the discussion assuming the two arms A and B of lengths LA ∼ LB ∼ L are aligned in the xˆ and yˆ
directions, respectively. We also fix the origin of our coordinate system with the position of the beam splitter
at the initial time t0. In simple terms, the measurement is performed by sending a bunch of photons to the
mirrors and measuring the modulation in power recorded back to the receiver due to the different time shifts
∆tA,B acquired in the different travel paths. For sake of simplicity, let us consider a given component of the
electric field vector (of frequency ωL) which gets a phase shift in both arms given by
EA(t) = −1
2
E0e
−iωL(t−2LA)+i∆φA(t) with ∆φA = −ωL∆tA, (2.1)
EB(t) = −1
2
E0e
−iωL(t−2LB)+i∆φB(t) with ∆φB = −ωL∆tB. (2.2)
2We thank M. Maggiore for discussions about this point.
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What the measurement is actually able to observe is the total power of the electric field P ∼ |EA +EB|2 which
is modulated by the GW as
P (t) =
P0
2
{1− cos [2φ0 + ∆φGW(t)]} , (2.3)
where we have conveniently defined φ0 = kL(LA − LB) and ∆φGW(t) = ∆φA −∆φB. In general, the passage of
the GW can induce a time shift in two ways which are frame dependent. One is the movement of the mirrors
(which is described by its geodesic motion) while the other is the change of the photon geodesic.
Dealing with interferometers, there are two kind of observatories which are currently used and planned to
measure GWs, the space-based detectors and the ground-based ones. Thanks to the Equivalence Principle, in
a small enough region it is always possible to choose the Fermi normal coordinates such that the metric is flat.
However, corrections to the flat metric arise starting quadratically in the ratio (L/LBG) and (L/λGW), where
LBG identifies the typical length scale of variation of the background and λGW the GW wavelength, such that
one gets
ds2 = −dt2 (1 +Ri0j0xixj)− 2dtdxi(2
3
R0ijkx
jxk
)
+ dxidxj
[
δij − 1
3
Rijklx
kxl
]
+ . . . (2.4)
While for space-based detectors the mirrors are free falling and the corrections from Eq. (2.4) arise from the
passage of the GW, for ground-based experiments one has to deal with the Earth gravity and the fact that
one is fixed with a non-inertial frame. Therefore one gets additional contributions proportional to the local
acceleration ai and angular velocity Ωi of the laboratories with respect to the local gyroscopes. The effects
are the inertial acceleration (2 a · x), the gravitational redshift (a · x)2, the Lorentz time dilation due to the
rotation of the laboratory (Ω×x)2 and the so called “Sagnac effect” (Ω×x). The study and characterisation of
such effects is an experimental challenge and gives rise to the shape of the noise curves along with all the other
relevant instrumental contributions. More broadly, the frame in which the metric takes the form (2.4) is called
the proper detector frame.
There are nonetheless more fundamental differences between these two apparatus which are due to the
relation between the size of the arms and the characteristic frequency of the GWs. For ground-based detectors
the typical GW frequency is of the order of ωGWL ∼ 10−2, which allows to describe the effect of the GW in a
Newtonian sense as a force acting on the mirrors described by their geodesic deviation equation. For space-based
observatories like LISA one has ωGWL ∼ pi/2 and it is not possible to define a single reference frame where the
whole apparatus is described by an (approximately) flat metric in the presence of the GW. Thus one is forced
to work in a completely general relativistic framework where the most suitable coordinate system is the TT
frame (known as the synchronous frame in cosmology). In simple words, the TT frame is defined by setting the
coordinates in the positions of the mirrors.
In the following sections we are going to review the GWs effect in the proper detector frame and in the
TT frame. Notice that, for example, the projected sensitivity curves for the LISA experiment are computed
necessarily in such a frame.
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2.1 The measurement in the proper detector frame at first-order
If one assumes that ωGWL  1, the system can be described in the proper detector frame. In this frame, the
photons travel through a locally flat spacetime region while the mirrors are moved by the GWs. Since an object
at rest acquires a velocity dxi/dτ ∼ O(δg), one has
dt2 = dτ2
(
1 +
dxi
dτ
dxi
dτ
)
= dτ2
(
1 +O(δg2)) , (2.5)
and time intervals correspond to proper time intervals. This is a consequence of the fact that we are able to
define a single reference frame in which the metric is (approximately) flat encompassing the whole apparatus
(up to corrections of the order ωGWL 1).
Assuming that the detector is not relativistic, i.e. its velocity is small with respect to c = 1 and dxi/dτ 
dx0/dτ , then one can write down the equation of motion for the infinitesimal displacement of the mirrors as
d2ξi
dτ2
= −Ri0j0ξj
(
dx0
dτ
)2
. (2.6)
For simplicity, we restrict ourselves to the displacement equation at O(δg), with Ri0j0 induced by the GW which
is already at O(δg), and one can identify t = τ to get
ξ¨i = −Ri0j0ξj , (2.7)
where the dot denotes the derivative with respect to the coordinate time t = τ of the proper detector frame.
One can solve this equation perturbatively at first-order in δg by noticing that
ξiA =
[
LA + δξA +O(δg2)
]
xˆi and ξiB =
[
LB + δξB +O(δg2)
]
yˆi (2.8)
finding
δξA(t) = −LA
ˆ t
dt′
ˆ t′
dt′′R1010 and δξB(t) = −LB
ˆ t
dt′
ˆ t′
dt′′R2020. (2.9)
Following the notation defined in appendix A for the generic metric, which we rewrite here for the convenience
of the reader,
ds2 = −a2(1 + 2φ)dη2 + 2a2Bidη dxi + a2(δij + 2Cij)dxidxj , (2.10)
one can write in the flat spacetime limit the Riemann tensor R(1)i0j0 at first-order in full generality as
R
(1)
i0j0 = ∂i∂jφ1 + ∂(iB
′
1j) − C ′′1ij , (2.11)
which is gauge invariant under first-order coordinate transformations, see Eq. (A.18). It can be recasted in
a more explicit form in terms of quantities which are individually gauge invariant in the flat spacetime limit
as [29,30]
R
(1)
i0j0 = −
1
2
h′′1ij + ∆,ij + ∂jΞ
′
i + ∂iΞ
′
j −
1
2
Θ′′δij , (2.12)
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where
∆ = (φ1 − E′′1 +B′1) , Θ = −2ψ1, Ξi = −
1
2
(F ′1i + S1i) . (2.13)
Such a property allows us to compute the Riemann tensor in any reference frame. In general, one can find the
proper time it takes for a photon to complete a round trip (dt = ±dx) to get
∆tA,B = 2
ˆ LA,B+δξA,B
t0
dx = 2LA,B + 2δξA,B(t0 + LA,B). (2.14)
The gauge invariance of the time shift at first-order is related to the fact that, in this frame, the coordinate time
interval equals the proper time one.
We will show in the following that such a description turns out to be equivalent to the one in the TT frame
at first-order in ωGWL 1.
2.2 The measurement in the TT frame at second-order
The movement of a test mass in a general curved background is described by the geodesic equation of motion as
d2xµ
dτ2
= −Γµνρ
dxν
dτ
dxρ
dτ
, (2.15)
where τ identifies the proper time. Assuming the test mass to be at rest at the initial time τ0, the spatial
components of the geodesic equation are
d2xi
dτ2
= −Γi00
(
dx0
dτ
)2
. (2.16)
This equation greatly simplifies by realising that the Christoffel symbols vanish, at any order in perturbation
theory, if one goes to the TT gauge, which is characterised by δg00 = 0 and δg0i = 0. Following the notation of
the generic metric in Eq. (2.10), the TT gauge corresponds to set
φ˜ = 0 and B˜i = 0. (2.17)
As we already mentioned, this gauge is also referred to as the “synchronous gauge” in cosmology. In such a
gauge the test masses remain at rest with respect to the coordinates xi. In other words, this corresponds to
fixing the coordinates with the positions of the mirrors, see Fig. 1.
The physical effect of a passing GW is captured by studying the proper times which are measured at the
interferometers. Once emitted, the photons travel along the arms following the geodesic equation
ds2 = 0 = −dt2 + (δij + 2C1ij + C2ij) dxidxj . (2.18)
Focusing, for example, on the arm A of the detector, at second-order one finds
dx = ±dt
[
1− C1ij +
3
2
C1
2
ij −
1
2
C2ij
]
i=j=1
+ . . . (2.19)
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Figure 1: Pictorial representation of the physical definition of the TT frame. The coordinates in such a frame are chosen such that
the positions of the interferometer arms (in red) do not move even in the presence of a GW.
where the upper sign holds for the travel towards the mirror and the lower one for the travel back to the
beamsplitter. In general, the time shift up to second-order in the TT gauge takes the form
∆tA,B = LA,B −
ˆ t0+2LA,B
t0
dt
(
−C1ij +
3
2
C1
2
ij −
1
2
C2ij
)
i=j=1,2
. (2.20)
Limiting ourself to the first-order in perturbations δg and expanding at leading order in ωGWL 1 one finds
∆tA,B = LA,B
(
1 + 2C1ij
)
i=j=1,2
. (2.21)
It is not a surprise that, using the result in the proper detector frame and employing the gauge invariance of
the Riemann tensor at first-order to evaluate it in the advantageous TT gauge, one recovers the same result for
the time shift, see Eq. (2.14). This is the manifestation of the fact that, assuming slowly varying perturbation
fields, the time shift is a gauge invariant quantity as we will describe in details in the following.
2.3 The measurement in a general frame at first-order
The GW affects the time shifts in two ways, one is the change of the geodesic equation for the photon path;
the other is the change of coordinate position of the mirrors. One can see that the computation in the TT
gauge fixes the latter and all the physical effect is obtained via the photon geodesic equation. On the contrary
in the proper detector frame, one fixes the photon geodesic, which is given by the propagation of the photon
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in (approximately) flat spacetime in the Fermi coordinates frame, and the GW impacts the position of the
mirrors. In a general frame one needs to take into account both effects perturbatively, which we want to do in
this subsection.
Let us start with the geodesic equation given by ds2 = 0 with
ds2 = − (1 + 2φ) dt2 + 2Bidxidt+ (δij + 2Cij) dxidxj (2.22)
and, in the x-arm for example, one finds
dx = ±dt (1 + φ(t)∓B1(t)− C11(t)) . (2.23)
The time it takes to the photon to arrive at the mirror (which is generally at position LA + δξx) is given by
t1 − t0 = LA + δξx(δg)−
ˆ t0+LA
t0
dt [φ(t)−B1(t)− C11(t)] . (2.24)
The remaining piece δξx(δg) is the one coming from the movement of the mirror and can be computed studying
the geodesic deviation equation in a general reference frame shown in Eq. (2.15). We find
δξ¨x = − (B′1 + ∂1φ) (2.25)
at first-order in δg, whose solution is
δξx = −
ˆ t
t0
dt′
ˆ t′
t0
dt′′ [B′1(t
′′) + ∂1φ(t′′)] , (2.26)
where the constants have been set requiring an oscillatory movement of the mirror and zero shift at t0.
The total time shift of the photon in each arm is then given by
∆tA,B = 2LA,B +
[ˆ t0+2LA,B
t0
dt′
ˆ t′
t0
dt′′ [B′i(t
′′) + ∂iφ(t′′)]
∣∣∣∣
xi=0
− 2
ˆ t0+LA,B
t0
dt′
ˆ t′
t0
dt′′ [B′i(t
′′) + ∂iφ(t′′)]
∣∣∣∣
xi=LA,B
−
ˆ t0+LA,B
t0
dt [φ(t)−Bi(t)− Cij(t)]−
ˆ t0+2LA,B
t0+LA,B
dt [φ(t) +Bi(t)− Cij(t)]
]
i=j=1,2
. (2.27)
Setting the TT gauge, one would recover the result found in Eq. (2.20) at first-order in perturbation theory.
In the limit in which the scalar and vector perturbations do not change considerably during the travel path
of the photon, the time shift becomes
∆tA,B = 2LA,B −
ˆ t0+2LA,B
t0
dt [φ(t)− Cij(t)]i=j=1,2 , (2.28)
where we considered the leading order expansion in derivatives of the perturbation fields. One can perform a
gauge transformation such that the time shift transforms as
δ [∆tA,B] = −
ˆ t0+2LA,B
t0
dtα′1 = − [α1(t0 + 2LA,B)− α1(t0)] , (2.29)
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where we have assumed that Cii is gauge invariant at first-order in the limit of slowly varying perturbations in
spacetime, thus finding the expected transformation property. It is then possible to define a gauge invariant
quantity by considering
∆tGIA,B ≡ ∆tA,B +
ˆ t0+2LA,B
t0
φ(t)dt, (2.30)
which can be seen physically by realising that the change in time of the lapse function is slow compared to the
time scale of the measurement, and therefore one can redefine a local time variable where the lapse function
is absorbed in the new time coordinate seen by a local observer dt¯ → (1 + φ)dt. One recognises the so-called
"gravity gradient noise" due to the Newtonian gravitational potential evaluated at the extrema of the arms of
the interferometer [29].
One can finally highlight the fact that such a definition of the gauge invariant time interval ∆tGIA,B corresponds
to the solutions found in the TT frame at first-order
∆tGIA,B = 2LA,B +
ˆ t0+2LA,B
t0
dt Cij(t)
∣∣∣
i=j=1,2
. (2.31)
3 Gauge invariant second-order tensor perturbations
There exists a precise and simple prescription on how to define gauge invariant quantities out of the quantities
computed in a specific gauge [31–35]. As we argued in the introduction, building a gauge invariant combination
only accounts for fixing the coordinate dependence of quantities, while it does not address the question of what
is the physical observable, which is tightly related to the nature of the measurement performed.
The procedure is the following. One start by considering a certain gauge. In practice, one performs a
coordinate transformation of the form
xµ → x˜µ = xµ + ξµ with ξµ ≡ (α, ξi) . (3.1)
This fixes the gauge parameters ξµ one needs to use to reduce all the expressions to that particular gauge. In
other words, the parameters αGC1 and ξGC1i which enforce the gauge conditions can be expressed in terms of the
perturbation fields (or combination thereof). Then, these particular combinations αGC1 (δg) and ξGC1i (δg) can be
used to perform a general gauge transformation to the original fields to find the gauge invariant quantities.
Let us show this procedure for the case of the first-order scalar potentials φ1 and ψ1. Performing a gauge
transformation with parameters αGC1 (δg) and ξGC1i (δg), then one obtains the gauge invariant scalar perturbations
using Eq. (A.18) as
φGI1 ≡ φ1 +HαGC1 + αGC′1 , (3.2)
ψGI1 ≡ ψ1 −HαGC1 . (3.3)
One can check that such combinations are explicitly gauge invariant.
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The same procedure can be used to define gauge invariant second-order tensor perturbation. Using the gauge
transformation properties of the tensor as in Eq. (A.21g) one defines [31,37]3
hGI2ij ≡ h2ij + XGCij +
1
2
(∇−2XGCkl,kl −XGCkk ) δij + 12∇−2∇−2XGCkl,klij + 12∇−2XGCkk,ij −∇−2 (XGCkik, j + XGCkjk, i) ,
(3.4)
where
XGCij ≡ 2
[(
H2 + a
′′
a
)
αGC21 +H
(
αGC1 α
GC′
1 + α
GC
1,kξ
GCk
1
) ]
δij
+ 4
[
αGC1
(
C ′1ij + 2HC1ij
)
+ C1ij,kξ
GCk
1 + C1ikξ
GCk
1 ,j + C1kjξ
GCk
1 ,i
]
+ 2
(
B1iα
GC
1,j +B1jα
GC
1,i
)
+ 4HαGC1
(
ξGC1i,j + ξ
GC
1j,i
)− 2αGC1,iαGC1,j + 2ξGC1k,iξGCk1 ,j + αGC1 (ξGC′1i,j + ξGC′1j,i)+ (ξGC1i,jk + ξGC1j,ik) ξGCk1
+ ξGC1i,kξ
GCk
1 ,j + ξ
GC
1j,kξ
GCk
1 ,i + ξ
GC′
1i α
GC
1,j + ξ
GC′
1j α
GC
1,i (3.5)
in terms of the fields αGC1 (δg) and ξGC1i (δg). Notice that, in principle, one can construct different gauge invariant
quantities by using this procedure starting from different gauges.
When dealing with the equation of motion in momentum space, it is useful to introduce
hλ(t,k) = e
ij
λ (k)
ˆ
d3xe−ik·xhij(t,x), (3.6)
where the polarisation tensor eijλ (k) is defined in appendix A. Therefore, one can see that h
GI
λ is constructed at
second order as
hGI2λ = h2λ + e
ij
λ (k)XGCij . (3.7)
As we stressed in the introduction, the construction of the gauge invariant tensor modes is not unique and we
will provide an example in the following.
3.1 Explicit construction from the Poisson gauge
We clarify the meaning of the construction procedure highlighted above by showing the explicit example starting
from the Poisson gauge. We chose this particular gauge for convenience since it is the one commonly used to
solve for the GWs induced at second-order by large scalar perturbations.
First of all, let us define the Poisson gauge by requiring that
E˜P = 0, B˜P = 0 and S˜Pi = 0. (3.8)
To sum up, using the gauge transformation property in appendix A.2, at first-order the gauge fixing is completely
specified by setting
αP1 = B1 − E′1, βP1 = −E1, γP1i =
ˆ η
S1idη
′ + Cˆ1i(x), (3.9)
3One may be surprised by the presence of non-local terms in the definition of the gauge invariant second-order tensor modes.
They are present to ensure that the modes are transverse and traceless. However, these terms disappear in the "projected" equation
of motion.
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up to an arbitrary constant 3-vector Cˆ1i which depends on the choice of spatial coordinates on an initial hyper-
surface.
Using the choices above together with Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3), the gauge invariant first-order scalar perturbations
are defined as
Φ1 ≡ φ1 +HαP1 + αP′1 = φ1 +H(B1 − E′1) + (B1 − E′1)′, (3.10)
Ψ1 ≡ ψ1 −HαP1 = ψ1 −H (B1 − E′1) . (3.11)
One can easily check that these combinations are explicitly gauge invariant and equivalent to the Bardeen
potentials [36]. Also, these gauge invariant combinations reduce to the known results if one chooses the Poisson
gauge.
The same procedure can be used to define gauge invariant second-order tensor perturbations. Using the
gauge transformation properties of the tensor as in Eq. (A.21g) one defines
hGI,P2ij ≡ h2ij + X Pij +
1
2
(∇−2X Pkl,kl −X Pkk) δij + 12∇−2∇−2X Pkl,klij + 12∇−2X Pkk,ij −∇−2 (X P kik, j + X P kjk, i)
(3.12)
in terms of
X Pij ≡ 2
[(
H2 + a
′′
a
)
αP21 +H
(
αP1α
P′
1 + α
P
1,kξ
Pk
1
) ]
δij
+ 4
[
αP1
(
C ′1ij + 2HC1ij
)
+ C1ij,kξ
Pk
1 + C1ikξ
Pk
1 ,j + C1kjξ
Pk
1 ,i
]
+ 2
(
B1iα
P
1,j +B1jα
P
1,i
)
+ 4HαP1
(
ξP1i,j + ξ
P
1j,i
)− 2αP1,iαP1,j + 2ξP1k,iξPk1 ,j + αP1 (ξP′1i,j + ξP′1j,i)+ (ξP1i,jk + ξP1j,ik) ξPk1
+ ξP1i,kξ
Pk
1 ,j + ξ
P
1j,kξ
Pk
1 ,i + ξ
P′
1iα
P
1,j + ξ
P′
1jα
P
1,i. (3.13)
The explicit expression of X Pij can be found in the appendix in Eq. (A.22).
3.2 Issues in the TT gauge
As we discussed in Section 2, the TT gauge, also dubbed the synchronous gauge in the cosmological setting, is
the one to be preferred when dealing with the concept of the measurement of the GWs.
The reader should be aware that in the TT gauge, as it will be clear from the equations in the following, it is
not possible to construct truly gauge invariant quantities because the time-slicing is not unambiguously defined
and there exists a residual gauge freedom. Let us start from the gauge transformation which allows to go to the
TT gauge. Starting from the definition in Eq. (2.17) and using Eqs. (A.18), one finds
αTT1 = −
1
a
[ˆ
aφ1dη − C1(x)
]
, (3.14)
βTT1 =
ˆ
(αTT1 −B1) dη + Cˆ1(x), (3.15)
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γTT1i =
ˆ
S1idη + Cˆ1i(x). (3.16)
The determination of the time-slicing is fully done once one fixes the two arbitrary scalar functions of the
spatial coordinates C1(x) and Cˆ1(x). Also, one has a constant 3-vector Cˆ1i which depends on the choice of
spatial coordinates on an initial hypersurface. The presence of such constants makes it impossible to define
truly gauge invariant quantities from the conditions (3.16) [34,38].
Of course, the residual gauge freedom in the TT gauge does not appear when considering real observables
(see, for example, the discussion about this point in [39]). At first-order the measurement process shows this
property explicitly. At second-order, for instance if one wishes to measure the non-Gaussian nature of the
GWs, one would have to build up appropriate observables for which the residual gauge modes should similarly
disappear.
4 Gauge invariant equation of motion for GWs
The equation of motion for the transverse and traceless metric perturbation hij at second-order can be written
as (see, for example, Ref. [27])
h′′λ(η,k) + 2Hh′λ(η,k) + k2hλ(η,k) = 2a2(η)eijλ (k) sij(k), (4.1)
where the polarisation tensor is defined in Eq. (A.3). The source at second-order appearing in the equation of
motion is composed by three different structures, namely the scalar-scalar, scalar-tensor and tensor-tensor as
sij = s
(ss)
ij + s
(st)
ij + s
(tt)
ij . (4.2)
The last piece can be safely neglected, being at higher order in the tensor modes. The scalar-scalar term can be
regarded as responsible for the emission, while the scalar-tensor as the dominant one regarding the propagation.
In order to conveniently simplify the notation, we introduce the shear potential σ1 = E′1 −B1. The explicit
expression, without specifying any gauge, for the sources is [27]
s
(ss)
ij =−
1
a4
d
dη
[
a2
(
2ψ1σ1,ij + ψ1,iσ1,j + ψ1,jσ1,i
)]
+
1
a2
(3Hφ1 + 3ψ′1 − σ1,kk)σ1,ij −
1
a2
(
4ψ1ψ1,ij + 3ψ1,iψ1,j
)
+
1
a2
σ,k1 ,iσ1,jk +
1
a2
[
2φ1σ
′
1,ij +Hφ1σ1,ij + φ′1σ1,ij − 2(φ1 − ψ1)φ1,ij − φ1,iφ1,j + 2ψ1,(iφ,j)
]
+ 8piG(ρ+ P )v,iv,j , (4.3)
where v is the scalar velocity potential, G is the Newton’s gravitational constant and4
s
(st)
ij =
1
2a
d
dη
[
1
a
h′1ijφ1 −
2
a
(
ψ1h
′
1ij + ψ
′
1h1ij − hk1iσ1,jk
)
+
σ,k1
a
(
h1ik,j + h1jk,i − h1ij,k
)]
4 One can notice that the scalar-tensor source is not manifestly symmetric in the indices {i, j} unless one takes advantage of
the equation of motion for the first-order perturbation in Eq. (B.2).
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+
3
2
H
a2
[
h′1ijφ1 − 2
(
ψ1h
′
1ij + ψ
′
1h1ij − hk1iσ1,jk
)
+ σ,k1
(
h1ik,j + h1jk,i − h1ij,k
)]
+ φ1
1
2a
d
dη
(
1
a
h′1ij
)
− 1
2a2
σ,k1 h
′
1ij,k +
1
2a2
h′1ij (3Hφ1 + 3ψ′1 − σ1,kk) +
1
2a2
σ1,i
,kh′1jk −
1
2a2
σ1,j
,kh′1ik
− 1
2a2
[
2hk1iφ1,jk +
(
h1ik,j + h1jk,i − h1ij,k
)
φ,k1
]
+
1
2a2
[
2
(
2ψ1h1ij,kk − hk1jψ1,ik + h1ijψ1,kk
)
− 1
2
ψ,k1
(
h1ik,j + h1jk,i − 3h1ij,k
)]
. (4.4)
The equation of motion Eq. (4.1), expanded at second-order by keeping all the perturbations of the metric, is
obviously gauge invariant by construction. This can be also checked explicitly by employing the second-order
gauge transformation reviewed in appendix A.2.
Typically in the literature such equations have been analysed and solved in the Poisson (Newtonian) gauge.
For a radiation-dominated universe, where the pressure density P = ρ/3, the scalar-scalar source in this gauge
is given by5
s
(ss)
ij,P = −
1
a2(η)
[
4ψ1ψ1,ij + 2ψ1,iψ1,j − ∂i
(
ψ′1
H + ψ1
)
∂j
(
ψ′1
H + ψ1
)]
, (4.5)
which reproduces the scalar-scalar emission source used in the literature. Similarly, the scalar-tensor source in
the same gauge in a general FRWL background is
s
(st)
ij,P =
1
a2(η)
[
2ψ1h1ij,kk − h1ij (2Hψ′1 + ψ′′1 − ψ1,kk)− 2ψ1,k
(
h1k(i,j) − h1ij,k
)− 2ψ1,k(ih1j)k] , (4.6)
where the first term exactly reproduces the source for the Shapiro time delay in the scalar-tensor component
(see, for example, [14] and references therein).
4.1 Gauge invariant emission equation from the Poisson gauge
In order to describe in a gauge invariant way the emission of the GWs at second-order, one can start from the
equation of motion of the GWs with the scalar-scalar source Eq. (4.3) and identify the various gauge invariant
combinations. This is a straightforward, but tedious, procedure which can be performed starting from any
gauge. In particular, starting from the Poisson gauge one obtains
hGI,P′′2ij + 2HhGI,P′2ij − hGI,P2ij,kk = −4T lmij
[
4Ψ1Ψ1,lm + 2Ψ1,lΨ1,m − ∂l
(
Ψ′1
H + Ψ1
)
∂m
(
Ψ′1
H + Ψ1
)]
, (4.7)
where we introduced the transverse and traceless projector T lmij , see Eq. (A.5). In practice, this is the equation
of motion solved in the literature when dealing with GWs produced by second-order scalar perturbations, and
one can immediately realise that both sides of the equation are individually gauge invariant.
5From now on we use the first-order dynamical equations of motion for the scalar perturbations in the Poisson gauge which
imply, in the absence of anisotropic stress, φ1 = ψ1, see appendix B.
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4.2 Gauge invariant propagation equation from the Poisson gauge
For the propagation, one can similarly start from the equation of motion for the second-order GWs with the
scalar-tensor source in Eq. (4.4) and identify the various gauge invariant combinations. Starting from the Poisson
gauge one gets, extracting the leading term responsible for the Shapiro time delay
hGI,P′′2ij + 2HhGI,P′2ij − hGI,P2ij,kk = 4T lmij (2Ψ1h1lm,kk) , (4.8)
where we neglected in the full scalar-tensor source of Eq. (4.6) terms with lower derivatives in the tensor modes,
being subdominant with respect to the Shapiro time delay term in the geometrical optics approximation.
5 The GW power spectrum in the TT gauge
As we argued above, the TT gauge should be preferred when dealing with the issue of the measurement, at
least at the linear order. As already stressed, this is also motivated by the fact that, for instance, the sensitivity
curve for LISA is provided in the TT frame.
The impossibility to construct gauge invariant quantities which reproduce the ones in the TT gauge, as
shown above, seems to suggest that abandoning the gauge invariant formalism is necessary and one should
compute the physical observable in the specific gauge. However, as we shall see, the gauge dependence is lost
in the late time observables since the GWs effectively become linear perturbations of the metric and, as such,
gauge invariant.
5.1 Linear solutions in the TT gauge
Here, for convenience, we provide the explicit relation between the degrees of freedom in the Poisson gauge and
the TT gauge. We start from the Poisson gauge where the solution at linear level is widely used in literature.
Using the gauge transformation definitions in Eq. (A.18), one finds
φTT1 = 0, ψ
TT
1 = ψ
P
1 −HαTT1 , BTT1 = 0, ETT1 = βTT1 ,
STT1i = 0, F
TT
1i = F
P
1i,
hTT1ij = h
P
1ij . (5.1)
The general expression for the gauge parameters is given in Eqs. (3.14) - (3.16), and we get the scalar function
ψTT1 in Fourier transform as
ψTT1 (k, η) = ψ
P
1 (k, η)−H
[
1
a(η)
C1(k)− 1
a(η)
ˆ η
a(η′)ψP1 (k, η
′)dη′
]
, (5.2)
while the shear potential σ1 appearing in the equation of motion becomes
σTT1 (k, η) = E
TT′
1 (k, η) = −
1
H [ψ
TT
1 (k, η)− ψP1 (k, η)] . (5.3)
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Specialising the result to a radiation-dominated epoch, where a ∼ η and H = 1/η, one finds6
ψTT1 (k, η) =
2
3
ζ(k)3
[
j1(z)
z
− j0(z)
z2
]
− C(k)
η2
, (5.4)
σTT1 (k, η) =
2
3
ζ(k)3η
j0(z)
z2
+
C(k)
η
, (5.5)
where ζ(k) is the comoving curvature perturbation and z = kη/
√
3. For details about the linear transfer function
of the scalar perturbation in the Poisson gauge see appendix B. The choice of the constants can be made by
requiring a finite value of the perturbations in the super-horizon limit kη → 0 in accordance with [40], which
sets C(k) = −6ζ(k)/k2 to get
ψTT1 (k, η) =
2
3
ζ(k)3
[
j1(z)
z
− j0(z)
z2
+
1
z2
]
≡ 2
3
ζ(k)Tψ(η, k), (5.6)
σTT1 (k, η) =
2
3
ζ(k)3η
[
j0(z)
z2
− 1
z2
]
≡ 2
3
ζ(k)
√
3
k
Tσ(η, k). (5.7)
Specialising the result to a matter-dominated epoch instead, where ψP1 (k, η) = 3ζ(k)/5, a ∼ η2 and H = 2/η,
one finds
ψTT1 (k, η) = ζ(k), (5.8)
σTT1 (k, η) = −
1
5
ζ(k)η. (5.9)
One can explicitly check that in both the matter- and radiation-dominated epochs, the solutions found satisfy
the equation of motion (B.2) specialised to the TT gauge and in the absence of anisotropic stress.
5.2 GWs emission in the TT gauge
In this subsection we compute the GW abundance in the TT gauge. The emission source in a general FRWL
background in Eq. (4.3) takes the form
s
(ss)
ij,TT = −
1
a2(η)
[
ψ1ψ1,ij + 2ψ
′
1,(iσ1,j) − ψ′1σ1,ij + σ1,ijσ1,kk − σ1,ikσ1,jk +
2
H′ −H2ψ
′
1,iψ
′
1,j
]
, (5.10)
and therefore the equation of motion for the emission of the tensor fields in a radiation-dominated universe is
given, in momentum space, by
hTT′′λ (η,k) + 2HhTT′λ (η,k) + k2hTTλ (η,k) = −4eijλ (k)
[
ψTT1 ψ
TT
1,ij + 2ψ
TT′
1,(iσ
TT
1,j) − ψTT′1 σTT1,ij
+ σTT1,ijσ
TT
1,mm − σTT1,imσTT1,jm −
1
H2ψ
TT′
1,i ψ
TT′
1,j
]
≡ STTλ (η,k).
(5.11)
The method of the Green function yields the solution (following the notation in Ref. [10])
hTTλ (η,k) =
1
a(η)
ˆ η
dη′Gk(η, η′)a(η′)STTλ (η′,k), (5.12)
6We have arbitrarily reabsorbed the contribution from the lower limit of the integral in the overall constant, named C.
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where the Green function Gk(η, η′) in a radiation-dominated universe is given by
Gk(η, η
′) =
sin(k(η − η′))
k
θ(η − η′), (5.13)
with θ the Heaviside step function, and the source in momentum space is
STTλ (η,k) = −4
ˆ
d3p
(2pi)3
eijλ (k) [−pipjψTT1 (p)ψTT1 (k − p) + 2pipjψTT′1 (p)σTT1 (k − p) + pipjψTT′1 (k − p)σTT1 (p)
+pipj(k − p)2σTT1 (p)σTT1 (k − p) + (pipj(p · k)− pipjp2)σTT1 (p)σTT1 (k − p)−
1
H2 pipjψ
TT′
1 (p)ψ
TT′
1 (k − p)
]
,
(5.14)
where we used the transversality property of the polarisation tensors kjeij(k) = 0. Defining the object
eλ(k,p) ≡ eijλ (k)pipj , (5.15)
and using the definitions of the transfer function of the perturbation fields ψ and σ in the TT gauge given by
Eqs. (5.6) and (5.7), the source becomes
STTλ (η,k) =
4
9
ˆ
d3p
(2pi)3
eλ(k,p)ζ(k)ζ(k − p)fTT(p, |k − p|, η), (5.16)
in terms of the function
fTT(p, |k − p|, η) ≡ −4
[
− Tψ(η, p)Tψ(η, |k − p|) + 2
√
3
|k − p|T
′
ψ(η, p)Tσ(η, |k − p|) +
√
3
p
T ′ψ(η, |k − p|)Tσ(η, p)
+ 3
(k − p)2
p|k − p| Tσ(η, p)Tσ(η, |k − p|) + 3
[
(p · k)− p2]
p|k − p| Tσ(η, p)Tσ(η, |k − p|)−
1
H2T
′
ψ(η, p)T
′
ψ(η, |k − p|)
]
.
(5.17)
Collecting this expression in the solution of the equation of motion in Eq. (5.12), and using the fact that the
emission takes place for few Hubble times after horizon crossing, well within the radiation-dominated phase [10],
the solution becomes
hTTλ (η,k) =
4
9
ˆ
d3p
(2pi)3
1
k3η
eλ(k,p)ζ(k)ζ(k − p) [ITTc (x, y) cos(kη) + ITTs (x, y) sin(kη)] , (5.18)
in terms of the oscillating functions
ITTc (x, y) =
ˆ ∞
0
duu(− sinu)fTT(x, y, u),
ITTs (x, y) =
ˆ ∞
0
duu(cosu)fTT(x, y, u). (5.19)
The latter can be computed from
fTT(x, y, u) ≡ −4
[
− Tψ(ux)Tψ(uy) + 2
√
3
ky
T ′ψ(ux)Tσ(uy) +
√
3
kx
Tσ(ux)T
′
ψ(uy)
+
3
2
(1− x2 + y2)
xy
Tσ(ux)Tσ(uy)− u
2
k2
T ′ψ(ux)T
′
ψ(uy)
]
, (5.20)
where we introduced the dimensionless parameters x = p/k, y = |k − p|/k and u = kη′. Its explicit expression
can be found in Appendix C.
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The GW energy density is defined to be [41]
ρGW =
1
32piGa2
〈
h′ij (η, x)h
′
ij (η, x)
〉
T
, (5.21)
where the label T denotes a time average over multiple various characteristic periods of the wave. For a general
comoving curvature perturbation power spectrum Pζ , the expression for the abundance of GWs at present time
is then simply given by
h2ΩTTGW(η0, k) = cg
h2Ωr,0
972
¨
S
dxdy
x2
y2
[
1−
(
1 + x2 − y2)2
4x2
]2
Pζ (k x)Pζ (k y)
[
ITTc 2 (x, y) + ITTs 2 (x, y)
]
,
(5.22)
where the domain of integration S is defined in [10], cg ' 0.4 accounts for the change in number of relativistic
degrees of freedom and Ωr,0 ' 5.4 · 10−5 is the current energy density of the relativistic d.o.f.s in terms of the
critical energy density. For a power spectrum of the curvature perturbation with a Dirac delta shape
Pζ(k) = Ak∗δ (k − k∗) , (5.23)
the GW abundance at present time is then given by
h2ΩTTGW(η0, k) = cg
h2Ωr,0
15552
A2
k2
k2∗
(
4k2∗
k2
− 1
)2 [
ITTc 2
(
k∗
k
,
k∗
k
)
+ ITTs 2
(
k∗
k
,
k∗
k
)]
θ(2k∗ − k). (5.24)
In Fig. 2 we show that the gauge invariant power spectrum constructed from the Poisson gauge (which coincides
with the standard computation of the power spectrum in the Poisson gauge) and the power spectrum of tensor
modes computed in the TT gauge, for two different cases of curvature perturbation power spectrum (5.23) and
Pζ(k) = As√
2piσ2
e−log
2(k/k∗)/2σ2 , (5.25)
are indeed equal. This is expected because, as mentioned in the introduction, once the GWs are generated and
propagate freely inside our horizon, they can be treated as linear objects and all the gauges must provide the
same result. In Eq. (5.24) this point is made manifest by the fact that the combination I2c + I2s is the same in
all gauges. The unique results are superimposed with the LISA sensitivity curve which is computed in the TT
frame, as we argued in Sec. 2.
5.3 Propagation equation in the TT gauge
The scalar-tensor source in the TT gauge is
s
(st)
ij,TT = −
1
a2(η)
[
− ψ1h1ij,kk + 2h1ijHψ′1 +
1
2
h′1ijψ
′
1 + 2h
k
1 (iψ1,j)k + h1ijψ
′′
1 − h1ijψ1,kk
+
1
2
h′1ijσ1,kk + σ1,k
(
h′1ij,k − h′1k(i,j)
)
+ 2ψ1,k
(
h1k(i,j) − h1ij,k
)− h′1k(iσ1,j)k] (5.26)
and, at leading order in derivatives of the tensor field (equivalent to geometrical optics approximation), the
propagation equation of motion becomes
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Figure 2: Plot of the abundances of GWs computed in the TT gauge (blue solid) and the one using the gauge invariant definition
from the Poisson gauge (red dashed) along with the estimated sensitivity for LISA [21]. We have used the value A = 0.033 for the
amplitude of the Dirac delta power spectrum (left panel), As = 0.055 and σ = 1/2 for the lognormal one (right panel) [14]. The
characteristic wavenumber k∗ ≡ 2pif∗ = 21mHz was chosen in order to have PBH with masses 10−12M as the totality of dark
matter.
hTT′′λ (η,k) + 2HhTT′λ (η,k) + k2hTTλ (η,k) = 4eijλ (k)
[
ψTT1 h
TT
1ij,kk − σTT1,k
(
hTT′1ij,k − hTT′1k(i,j)
) ]
. (5.27)
As argued above, this is the equation that one should solve in order to find the propagated GWs which are
observed at the present ground-based and space-based observatories. Obviously, the Shapiro time delay phase
picked up during the propagation in a perturbed universe does not affect the power spectrum [14]. Therefore,
even in a perturbed universe, the GW abundance is independent from the gauge.
6 Conclusions
The issue of the gauge invariance of GWs produced in the early universe arises as soon as such perturbations
are generated at second-order in perturbation theory. In this paper we have addressed this topic by dividing
the discussion in three parts. First we have elaborated about the measurement of the GWs and what is the best
gauge in which to calculate the response of the detector to tensor modes. Following Ref. [29] we have argued
that the best choice is the so-called TT frame. We have pointed out that there is not a unique way to render the
GWs gauge invariant; to give an example, we constructed such gauge invariant combination starting from the
Poisson gauge, while this is notoriously not possible in the TT gauge. Motivated by the discussion about the
measurement, we have also performed the computation of the abundance of GWs in the TT and in the Poisson
gauges, showing that they are equal as expected from general grounds.
Another work will be devoted to the extension at second-order of the measurement of the GWs [42].
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A Metric perturbations at second-order and gauge transformations
In this appendix we review and clarify the notation used throughout the paper. We adopt, as a reference, the
notation used in [34].
Throughout the paper we adopt the mostly plus sign notation for the spacetime metric signatures. Further-
more we express the ordinary and covariant derivatives as
∂νOµ ≡ Oµ,ν , DνOµ ≡ ∂νOµ − ΓρµνOρ ≡ Oµ;ν , (A.1)
respectively. Finally, we use the compact notation for (anti-)symmetrisation with the normalisation coefficient
1/2 as
A(µν) ≡ 1
2
(Aµν +Aνµ) , A[µν] ≡ 1
2
(Aµν −Aνµ) . (A.2)
Where not stated otherwise, we indicate with ′ the ordinary derivative with respect to the conformal time η.
We choose the following convention for the polarisation tensors eijλ as
eijL e
R
ij = 0, e
ij
L e
L
ij = e
ij
Re
R
ij = 1 and hλ(t,k) = e
ij
λ (k)
ˆ
d3xe−ik·xhij(t,x), (A.3)
with
eiiλ (k) = 0 and kie
ij
λ (k) = 0. (A.4)
We also define the transverse traceless projector T lmij as
T lmij = eLij ⊗ elmL + eRij ⊗ elmR . (A.5)
A.1 Perturbations of the metric up to second-order
The background metric g¯µν for an FRWL cosmology can be written as
ds2 ≡ g¯µνdxµdxν = −a2(η)
[
dη2 + δij dx
idxj
]
, (A.6)
where η is the conformal time. The background evolution is described by the Friedmann equations
H2 = 8piG
3
a2ρ, H′ = −4piG
3
a2(ρ+ 3P ), (A.7)
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and also one gets using the equation of state P = wρ,
H′ −H2 = −4piGa2(ρ+ P ) and H′ = −H2 (1 + 3w) /2. (A.8)
The perturbed metric gµν ≡ g¯µν + δgµν can be decomposed in the following quantities
δg00 = −2a2φ, δg0i = a2Bi, δgij = 2a2Cij , (A.9)
where, when expanded in the scalar-vector-tensor (SVT) decomposition, one can define
Bi = B,i − Si, Cij = −ψδij + E,ij + F(i,j) + 1
2
hij . (A.10)
The vector and tensor degrees of freedom are defined transverse (divergence-free) and traceless, which means
that they satisfy the conditions
Si,i = 0, Fi,i = 0, and hii = hij,j = 0. (A.11)
One can define also quantities at first and second-order in perturbations around the background as
φ = φ1 +
1
2
φ2 + . . . (A.12a)
ψ = ψ1 +
1
2
ψ2 + . . . (A.12b)
B = B1 +
1
2
B2 + . . . (A.12c)
E = E1 +
1
2
E2 + . . . (A.12d)
Si = S1i +
1
2
S2i + . . . (A.12e)
Fi = F1i +
1
2
F2i + . . . (A.12f)
hij = h1ij +
1
2
h2ij + . . . (A.12g)
The connection coefficients, defined as
Γρµν =
1
2
gρσ (gµσ,ν + gνσ,µ − gµν,σ) (A.13)
can be expressed, up to second-order, as7
Γ000 = H+ φ′1 + 2(B1bBb1H+Bb1B′1b − 2φ1φ′1 +
1
2
φ′2 +B
b
1∂bφ1) +O(3),
Γ00i = (B1iH+ ∂iφ1) +
1
2
2(B2iH− 4B1iHφ1 + 2Bb1C ′1ib −Bb1∂bB1i +Bb1∂iB1b − 4φ1∂iφ1 + ∂iφ2) +O(3),
Γi00 = (B
i
1H+Bi′1 + ∂iφ1) +
1
2
2(Bi2H− 4Bb1C1biH− 4Cib1 B′1b +Bi′2 − 2Bi1φ′1 − 4Cib1 ∂b φ1 + ∂iφ2) +O(3),
Γ0ij = gijH+ (2C1ijH− 2gijHφ1 + C ′1ij −
1
2
∂iB1j − 1
2
∂jB1i) + 
2(C2ijH−B1bBb1gijH− 4C1ijHφ1
+ 4gijHφ21 − gijHφ2 − 2φ1C ′1ij +
1
2
C ′2ij −Bb1∂bC1ij + φ1∂iB1j −
1
4
∂iB2j +B
b
1∂iC1jb
7We acknowledge the use of the symbolic tensor computation Mathematica package xAct [43] to perform many of the calculations
presented in the paper.
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+ φ1∂jB1i − 1
4
∂jB2i +B
b
1∂jC1ib) +O(3),
Γi0j = δ
i
jH+ (C1ji′ − 1
2
∂iB1j +
1
2
∂jB
i
1) +
1
4
2(−4Bi1B1jH− 8Cib1 C ′1jb + 2C2ji′ + 4Cib1 ∂bB1j
− ∂iB2j − 4Cib1 ∂jB1b + ∂jBi2 − 4Bi1∂jφ1) +O(3),
Γijk = (−Bi1gjkH− ∂iC1jk + ∂jC1ki + ∂kC1ji) +
1
2
2(−4Bi1C1jkH−Bi2gjkH+ 4Bb1C1bigjkH
+ 4Bi1gjkHφ1 − 2Bi1C ′1jk + 4Cib1 ∂bC1jk − ∂iC2jk +Bi1∂jB1k − 4Cib1 ∂jC1kb + ∂jC2ki
+Bi1∂kB1j − 4Cib1 ∂kC1jb + ∂kC2ji) +O(3), (A.14)
where, for clarity, we introduced the bookeeping parameter  specifying each order in perturbation theory. The
mixed components {i0j0} of the Riemann tensor defined as
Rαβµν = Γ
α
βν,µ − Γαβµ,ν + ΓαλµΓλβν − ΓαλνΓλβµ, (A.15)
are given, up to second-order, by
Ri0j0 =− a2gij∂τH
+
1
4
a2
[−4HC ′1ij − 8C1ijH′ + 4gijHφ′1 + 2∂iB′1j + 2∂jB′1i − 4C ′′1ij + 2H∂iB1j + 2H∂jB1i + 4∂j∂iφ1]
+
1
4
2a2
[
4B1bB
b
1gijH2 + 4Bb1gijHB′1b + 4C1ib′C ′1jb − 2HC ′2ij − 4C2ijH′ + 8C1ijHφ′1 − 8gijHφ1φ′1
+ 4C ′1ijφ
′
1 + 2gijHφ′2 + ∂iB′2j + ∂jB′2i − 2C ′′2ij + 4Bb1H∂bC1ij + 4Bb′1 ∂bC1ij + 4Bb1gijH∂bφ1 − 2C ′1jb∂bB1i
+ ∂bB1j∂
bB1i − 2C ′1ib∂bB1j + 4∂bC1ij∂bφ1 + 2C ′1jb∂iBb1 − ∂bB1j∂iBb1 − 2φ′1∂iB1j +H∂iB2j − 4Bb1H∂iC1jb
− 4Bb′1 ∂iC1jb − 4∂bφ1∂iC1jb − 4B1jH∂iφ1 − ∂bB1i∂jB1b + ∂iBb1∂jB1b + 2C ′1ib∂jBb1 − 2φ′1∂jB1i +H∂jB2i
− 4Bb1H∂jC1ib − 4Bb′1 ∂jC1ib − 4∂bφ1∂jC1ib − 4∂iφ1∂jφ1 − 4B1iH(B1jH+ ∂jφ1) + 2∂j∂iφ2
]
. (A.16)
A.2 Gauge transformations up to second-order
One can perform a gauge transformation of the form xµ → x˜µ = xµ + ξµ with
ξµ =
(
α1 + α2, ξ
i
1 + ξ
i
2
)
and ξia = β
i
a + γ
i
a, (A.17)
where a = {1, 2} and where we defined a divergence-free vectorial parameter such that γii = 0.
The first-order gauge transformations are given by [34]
φ˜1 =φ1 +Hα1 + α′1 , (A.18a)
ψ˜1 =ψ1 −Hα1 , (A.18b)
B˜1 =B1 − α1 + β′1 , (A.18c)
E˜1 =E1 + β1 , (A.18d)
S˜ i1 =S
i
1 − γ i1
′
, (A.18e)
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F˜ i1 =F
i
1 + γ
i
1 , (A.18f)
h˜1ij =h1ij . (A.18g)
At second-order the gauge transformation can be written by defining the vector XBi and tensor Xij (dependent
only on first-order quantities squared) as
XBi ≡ 2
[
(2HB1i +B′1i)α1 +B1i,kξk1 − 2φ1α1,i +B1kξk1, i +B1iα′1 + 2C1ikξk1
′]
+ 4Hα1 (ξ′1i − α1,i) + α′1 (ξ′1i − 3α1,i) + α1
(
ξ′′1i − α′1,i
)
+ ξk1
′
(ξ1i,k + 2ξ1k,i) + ξ
k
1
(
ξ′1i,k − α1,ik
)− α1,kξk1,i (A.19)
and
Xij ≡ 2
[(
H2 + a
′′
a
)
α21 +H
(
α1α
′
1 + α1,kξ
k
1
) ]
δij
+ 4
[
α1
(
C ′1ij + 2HC1ij
)
+ C1ij,kξ
k
1 + C1ikξ
k
1 ,j + C1kjξ
k
1 ,i
]
+ 2 (B1iα1,j +B1jα1,i)
+ 4Hα1 (ξ1i,j + ξ1j,i)− 2α1,iα1,j + 2ξ1k,iξ k1 ,j + α1
(
ξ′1i,j + ξ
′
1j,i
)
+ (ξ1i,jk + ξ1j,ik) ξ
k
1
+ ξ1i,kξ
k
1 ,j + ξ1j,kξ
k
1 ,i + ξ
′
1iα1,j + ξ
′
1jα1,i, (A.20)
such that one finds
φ˜2 = φ2 +Hα2 + α2′ + α1
[
α1
′′ + 5Hα1′ +
(H′ + 2H2)α1 + 4Hφ1 + 2φ′1]
+ 2α1
′ (α1′ + 2φ1) + ξ1k (α1′ +Hα1 + 2φ1) k, + ξ′1k
[
α k1, − 2B1k − ξk1
′]
, (A.21a)
ψ˜2 = ψ2 −Hα2 − 1
4
X kk +
1
4
∇−2X ij,ij , (A.21b)
B˜2 = B2 − α2 + β′2 +∇−2XBk,k, (A.21c)
E˜2 = E2 + β2 +
3
4
∇−2∇−2X ij,ij −
1
4
∇−2X kk, (A.21d)
S˜2i = S2i − γ′2i −XBi +∇−2XBk,ki, (A.21e)
F˜2i = F2i + γ2i +∇−2X kik, −∇−2∇−2X kl,kli, (A.21f)
h˜2ij = h2ij + Xij + 1
2
(∇−2X kl,kl −X kk) δij + 12∇−2∇−2X kl,klij + 12∇−2X kk,ij −∇−2 (X kik, j + X kjk, i) .
(A.21g)
A.3 Explicit expression for X Pij
Here, for completeness, we report the explicit field combinations for X Pij as
X Pij =4h1ijH(B1 − E′1) + 2B1h′1ij − 2E′1h′1ij + 2B1F ′1j,i − 2E′1F ′1j,i + 2B1F ′1i,j − 2E′1F ′1i,j + 4B1E′1,ij − 2E′1E′1,ij
− 2S1jB1,i + S1′jB1,i − E′1,jB1,i + 4B1HF1j,i − 4HE′1F1j,i + 4B1HS1j,i − 4ψ1S1j,i − 4HE′1S1j,i + 2h1jkS1k,i
+ 2S1jE
′
1,i − S1′jE′1,i +B1S1′j,i − E′1S1′j,i − 2B1E′1,ij − 2S1iB1,j + S1′iB1,j − E′1,iB1,j + 2B1,iB1,j + 4B1HF1i,j
− 4HE′1F1i,j + 2S1k,iF k1,j + 4B1HS1i,j − 4ψ1S1i,j − 4HE′1S1i,j + 2F k1,iS1k,j + 2S1k,iS1k,j + 2h1ikS1k,j + 2S1iE′1,j
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− S1′iE′1,j +B1S1′i,j − E′1S1′i,j + 8ψ1E1,ij + 2S1kh1ij,k − 2F k1,jE1,ik + S1k,jE1,ik + 2S1kF1j,ik + S1kS1j,ik
− 2F k1,iE1,jk + S1k,iE1,jk + 2S1kF1i,jk + S1kS1i,jk + 2S1kE1,ijk − 2h1ij,kE1,k − 2F1j,ikE1,k − S1j,ikE1,k
− 2F1i,jkE1,k − S1i,jkE1,k − 2E1,ijkE1,k + 2gij
[
2B21H2 − 4B1Hψ1 +HB′1(B1 − E′1)− 4B1H2E′1 + 4Hψ1E′1
+B21H′ − 2B1E′1H′ + (E′1)2(2H2 +H′)− 2B1ψ′1 + 2E′1ψ′1 −B1HE′′1 +HE′1E′′1 + S1kHB1,k − 2S1kψ1,k
− S1kHE′1,k −HE1,kB1,k + 2ψ1,kE1,k +HE′1,kE1,k
]
+ 2S1k,jF1i,k − 2E1,jkF1i,k + 2S1k,iF1j,k − 2E1,ikF1j,k
+ S1k,jS1i,k − E1,jkS1i,k + S1k,iS1j,k − E1,ikS1j,k − 2h1jkE1,ik − 4E1,jkE1,ik − 2h1ikE1,jk (A.22)
where we defined S1i ≡
´ η
S1idη
′ + Cˆ1i(x).
B First-order dynamics in the Poisson gauge
In this appendix we collect the equations of motion for the perturbations in the Poisson gauge at first-order.
• Scalar perturbations: the perturbed Einstein equations at first-order provide two evolution equations
for the scalar metric perturbations [34]
ψ′′1 + 2Hψ′1 +Hφ′1 +
(
2H′ +H2)φ1 = 4piGa2(δP + 23∇2Π1
)
, (B.1)
σ′1 + 2Hσ1 + ψ1 − φ1 = 8piGa2Π1, (B.2)
where Π1 is the scalar part of the (trace-free) first-order anisotropic stress. The latter equation can be
written in terms of the gauge invariant Bardeen’s potentials (equivalent to φ1 and ψ1 in the Poisson gauge)
as
Ψ1 − Φ1 = 8piGa2Π1, (B.3)
which implies that Ψ1 = Φ1 in the absence of anisotropic stress. For the case of adiabatic perturbations,
for which one has δP = c2sδρ, one can insert this result into the former equation and, neglecting the
anisotropic stress and by using the energy momentum constraints, one finds
Ψ′′1 + 3(1 + c
2
s)HΨ′1 + [2H′ + (1 + 3c2s)H2 − c2s∇2]Ψ1 = 0. (B.4)
In the Poisson gauge, the solution of the previous equation in radiation-dominated is given by the linear
transfer function expressed in terms of the comoving curvature perturbation ζ
Ψ1(η, k) ≡ 2
3
ζ(k)T (ηk) =
2
3
ζ(k)3
j1(z)
z
=
2
3
ζ(k)3
sin
(
kη/
√
3
)− (kη/√3) cos (kη/√3)(
kη/
√
3
)3 , (B.5)
where j1(z) is the spherical Bessel function and z = ηk/
√
3.
The equation of motion for the velocity potential v in the Poisson gauge is written as
Ψ′1 +HΨ1 = −4piGa2(ρ+ P )v. (B.6)
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• Vector perturbations: the gauge invariant vector metric perturbation is directly related to the divergence-
free part of the momentum via the constraint equation
∇2 (F ′1i + S1i) = −16piGa2δqi, (B.7)
where the momentum conservation equation yields
δq′i + 4Hδqi = −∇2Π1i. (B.8)
Therefore, in the absence of anisotropic stress sourcing δqi, the vector perturbations are rapidly redshifted
with the Hubble expansion as
δqi(η) = δqi(ηin)/a
4(η). (B.9)
In particular, in both Poisson and TT gauge where one sets S1i = 0, one reads directly from (B.7) that
the vector perturbations left are redshifted away in an expanding universe.
• Tensor perturbations: from the linearised Einstein’s equations one finds
h′′1ij + 2Hh′1ij −∇2h1ij = 8piGa2Π1ij , (B.10)
which becomes the standard homogeneous evolution equation for the linear tensor modes in the absence
of the anisotropic stress.
C Transfer functions for the GW abundance in the TT gauge
In this appendix we provide some details about the transfer functions which enter the calculation of the GWs
abundance in the TT gauge in a radiation-dominated universe. Given the expression for the transfer functions
in the TT gauge, which we report here in terms of z = kη/
√
3,
Tψ(z) = 3
[
j1(z)
z
− j0(z)
z2
+
1
z2
]
,
Tσ(z) = 3
[
j0(z)
z
− 1
z
]
, (C.1)
the function in Eq. (5.20) is then explicitly given by
fTT(x, y, u) =
54
u5x3y2
{
3
[
ux
(
u2
(
x2 − y2 − 1)− 2)+√3 (u2 (−x2 + y2 + 1)+ 4) sin( ux√
3
)
− 2ux cos
(
ux√
3
)]
+
1
y
sin
(
uy√
3
)[√
3x
(
u2
(−3x2 + y2 + 3)+ 24)+ u (y2 (2u2x2 − 15)− 3 (x2 + 3)) sin( ux√
3
)
+4
√
3x
(
u2y2 − 6) cos( ux√
3
)]
+ 2 cos
(
uy√
3
)[
2
√
3
(
u2x2 − 3) sin( ux√
3
)
− 9ux+ 15ux cos
(
ux√
3
)]}
(C.2)
and the corresponding oscillating functions ITTc and ITTs , defined as
ITTc (x, y) =
ˆ ∞
0
duu(− sinu)fTT(x, y, u),
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Figure 3: The oscillating functions ITTc and ITTs for the choice of the arguments x = y = k∗/k (relevant for the case of a Dirac
delta power spectrum of the curvature perturbation).
ITTs (x, y) =
ˆ ∞
0
duu(cosu)fTT(x, y, u), (C.3)
are plotted in Fig. 3.
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